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THE HUNGARIAN ELECTORAL SYSTEM

G. De la Serna y CEFAS

The electoral system works as a connector between the sovereignty of the people and the
representative democracy. The legitimacy of democracy will depend, among other aspects, on its
proper functioning.

Hungary has a mixed electoral system, where a parliament of 199 deputies is elected. On the one
hand, 106 of the members of Parliament are elected by a majoritarian system in one member
constituencies. On the other hand, 93 on proportional lists, with a compensatory mechanism. In the
proportional system, there is a threshold of 5% for single parties, 10% for joint lists of two parties,
and 15% for joint lists of more than two parties. There is a partial compensation orientated to ensure
a more proportional result. The votes that are not computed in the majority system are counted in
the proportional system (as long as the party has presented a national list).

For a national list to be registered, a party needs to nominate candidates in 71 constituencies (out of
106), within 14 (out of 19) counties, all of them in addition to Budapest. This limitation may create
certain difficulties when presenting a political party, but it seems justified to prevent the proliferation
of false parties, which present themselves just to get funds. The opposition, for its part, maintains
that it is an instrument to increase the majority of the government.
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The electoral observers and representatives of the parties collaborate to guarantee clean elections on
April 3. On the same day of the elections, there is also a referendum consisting of four questions. The
vote followed the same criteria as the elections, with the particularity of a 50% barrier for the vote to
be legitimate.

The voting takes place in public buildings. The polling stations are made up of neutral volunteers and
party volunteers. The neutral members are elected by the town hall/municipal council. Only the
citizens chosen by the city council receive remuneration for the work done on the election day. It is
the proactivity of all the parties that will guarantee the formation of neutral polling stations which
can correctly control the voting.

The ballots come to the polling station in a sealed envelope, counted. In order for them to be valid,
the voters must first show their identification, and a member of the polling station must seal the
different ballots which will be given to each one of them. The seals of each polling station belonging
to each district are unique and different. For this reason, the system guarantees that only polling
stations can have these stamps. The voter marks the circle of the political party they want to vote for
(or the “yes” or “no” option in a referendum), introduces the ballots in an envelope and, finally,
inserts them in a ballot box. It is important to highlight that the first voter in the morning also inserts
proof that the ballot box is empty before introducing the first vote that contains it.

The Hungarian electoral system allows voting from home due to mobility difficulties. Hungarians
must call before noon (12:00 pm) on election day to the National Elections Office if they want to vote
at home. In this way, the National Office notifies the polling station, and his name is checked with the
list of voters to avoid double voting. The electoral desk always matches the number of voters who
vote at the college and from home.

The polling stations close at 19:00 then the counting of votes begins. Throughout the election day,
one member of the polling station has been writing down the number of people who have voted for
the parliamentary elections and the referendum. The electoral desk uses this number at the end of
the day against the total final number of votes cast at the polls. Thanks to this system, they check if
there are not more votes than people who voted. The counting process begins with the opening of
the envelopes and sorting the different types of ballots. Once they are classified according to types,
the members of the election desks separate the ballots by political parties to count them a maximum
of three times. A minimum count of two times is always done. If there are differences in the first two
counts, a third is made. The curious thing about the system is that the proxies of the parties are in
charge of counting, for the first time, the votes of those parties that are not theirs. In this way,
transparency between the members of the electoral table is guaranteed. Thanks to this double
review, both the citizens elected by the city council and the representatives of the parties can be
direct participants in the two control points.

The results are sent to the National Elections Office (central office) through a secure network by a
computer on the public network. This computer only works using two official identification cards.

In our opinion, this system make very difficult the manipulation of the electoral results, although
some improvements could be made:

1. We were able to observe that the 150-meter rule without electoral activity was not
respected on some occasions. It is recommended to improve this aspect.

2. In the polling station regulations, point 4 of section 11 (“Assistance to voters in voting”),
says: ”a person who cannot fill out the ballot by himself due to physical disability or any
other reasons can use a helper of his/her choice [...]”. “Any other reason” is very
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ambiguous and can lead to justify any violation of the right of secrecy. A list of
assumptions is recommended.

3. There should be a clear identification of the members of the different parties at the
polling station, who should have an easily verifiable certificate. To ensure the veracity of
the different delegates in each school, it is necessary to go to the Local Office of the
National Elections Office to check and compare the names and the different supporting
documents of each delegate. In this way, the checking system becomes slow. It would be
more useful to use proxy accreditation. Another option is that the delegates do not form
part of the desk.

4. Another improvement to highlight is the mobile ballot box. There are not many votes
requested, but there is the risk of electoral fraud. Two people from different political
parties guard the ballot box. In this way, people can agree on an equitable distribution of
votes. We recommend a more guaranteed system.

5. We have noticed some criticism about the division of the constituencies, going so far as to
criticize Hungary as a case of Gerrymandering. In other words, the Government has
modified the constituencies to benefit a particular party. To avoid these accusations, it is
recommended to reach the widest possible agreement on the electoral law. It must be
stated that there is the possibility of voting in another district other than the one in which
you reside.
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